Our commitment

Example
CE Social and Cultural activities
♦

Priority to the new Buildings in Sophia and Bel Air allowing access to all (with
family). With the CFTC team we have a good project, well advanced, which
would be completed before the end of 2017

♦

Embellish the multisport terrain of Bel Air and create a multisports field on Sophia

♦

Creation of health circuits in à Sophia and Bel Air

♦

Provide the same access to leisure ticketing for all

♦

Increase, improve and diversify the travel offer, To meet growing needs and
long waiting

♦

Continue the Rate policy improvement we started in order to obtain more equity,
for the singles and for the families among which 2 parents work at Amadeus

Social Equity
Between the two sites
Sophia et Bel Air

The CFDT and CFTC teams have
been working with total confidence for years. We work for one
purpose: the interest of the employees and the company.
Politically we are on the same
line. And we will continue to work
hand in hand for the benefit of all.

cfdt-amadeus.fr
CFDT candidates
Rosine GOMEZ
Jean-Christophe AGUILAR
Géraldine BRUNSTEIN
Stéphane BROSSIDO
Mardjan SARRAFAN
Laurent WEBER
Ghislaine BEL GENOVESI

♦

Equity in redistribution to employees

♦

Accompany the managers of clubs to have a quality offer and facilitate managers workload

♦

Adapt the notion of family to the social reality (spread beneficiary's status to
the spouse and his/her children out of wedlock and CIVIL UNION)

Olivier ROSSARD
Veronique JOURDE

♦

Provide On-line Access to multimedia contents (press and VOD), with a CE subscription

Christophe LUNEAU

♦

Organize an annual CE event

♦

Purchase of commercial vehicles for employee loans

Example

Martine SENO
Carlos GRANDON
Pei-Ling CHIU
Christophe GAUTIER
Isabelle HENRAT
Alex BRAN
Magali Hayem
Lionel MASSAT
Moise PARIENTE
Vincent RIGAL

Future Sophia CE in
Amadeus campus

Our Personnal Delegates commitments
Legal support
The employee has the assurance of
not being alone with his employer
in total confidentiality

Solidarity
♦
♦

♦

To be in solidarity means choosing mutual assistance to defend the rights of all
To defend rights within the company, but also between employees and subcontractors, between the generations, and more widely between the entities of the
group
To combat all forms of exclusion, inequality and discrimination on gender, appearance or sexual orientation

Independence
CFDT Amadeus considers it essential to distinguish its responsibilities from those of the State, political parties and religious denominations.
♦ To preserve its autonomy and its critical sense
♦ To Impulse or influence the decisions of the Company, still negotiating in the best interests of employees
As a last resort we have the capacity to continue our actions in front of the Courts
as for calculation of holiday pay

Do you receive our
monthly newsletter?

Democracy
♦
♦
♦
♦

Continue to inform you monthly, we are alone to do so
Publish meeting minutes within one month of the meeting
Give back to the CE its power of control and questioning of the Top Management
Act freely and participate in decision-making

cfdt-amadeus.fr

Justice
For
Salary increases
The distribution of premiums
Mobility
Annual MBO and their consequences
Non-discrimination in all areas
We want transparency in all processes!

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

This involves strong, competent and committed trade unions !!!

Equality between women and men (Gender equity)
Year after year, our CFDT detailed analysis on the professional equality demonstrate a situation clearly unfavourable for the women in the company, whether it is for the remuneration or the career development
The women face a glass ceiling which prevents or delays their access to the top management positions in the professional hierarchy (from Senior Manager)
But this situation is not inevitable and can be modified by a voluntarist policy
We worked and made progresses with the Direction within the framework of the company agreements. We negotiated and signed
them in 2011 and in 2014, but they are far from sufficient
There is a long way to go and you can count on us! Therefore, we need your support by your votes !

Working conditions
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

23th and 24th march
Vote for the CFDT
team !

Encourage Team work and set up a Team Bonus
Analyse and take corrective actions to tackle stress at work
Keep watchfull on Reorganisations
Continue to support victims and prosecute harassers
Creation of a recourse Commission for employees in difficulties

Outsourcing

Profit sharing

♦

As we succeed did for the New Staff Bonus and the profit-sharing agreement, we
will continue to make proposals for fair compensation for employee investment.

♦

Encore and always support the hiring of
subcontractors
Stay alert on subcontracting and report
any abuse

